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Happy Birthday to Us!
By Bill Leebens | Issue 27

It honestly, really, truly came as a shock to me when I realized that Copper‘s first anniversary
was just ahead. Copper #1 went live on March 3rd, 2016—so this will have to serve as our
birthday edition.
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Our initial plan to publish on a weekly basis was hugely optimistic, and we quickly shifted to
every two weeks. Notice that I don’t refer to our publication schedule as “biweekly” or
“bimonthly”…and here’s why: “Biweekly: appearing or taking place every two weeks or twice a
week.” “Bimonthly: appearing or taking place every two months or twice a month.”
What madness is this? It’s as bad as “flammable” and “inflammable” being synonyms! Or
“regardless” and “irregardless”! Aaaaghhhh!!
“Semi-monthly” would appear to be the correct term, as it means “twice monthly”, and nothing
more. But that would mean 24 issues per year, and….
Thus, “every two weeks”. English, she is a funny language.
But I digress.
This issue opens with Industry News about MQA; Dan Schwartz writes about the late Larry
Coryell; Professor Schenbeck sprinkles on the Style; Richard Murison gets
uncharacteristically irate about the Crown Jewels; Duncan Taylor writes about reggae,
and introduces us to Intuit; and WL Woodward looks at funk. I continue the Spica saga with
an interview with the brand’s creator, John Bau, and rant about remembering in Cynic.
Duncan does double-duty with Part 1 of an ambitious DIY subwoofer project; we talk with
Cartoon Bob; and Jan Montana stirs up trouble with his listening buddies again. We wrap
with an especially yummy reader system of scarce’70’s gear, and a striking Closing Shot
from Publisher Paul McGowan.
And now, a rare moment of sentiment from Ye Olde Editor: thanks for the tremendous support
shown to Copper for the past year. I appreciate everyone who reads the mag, and I am
especially thankful for those who take the time to write….and write…and write….;->
Here’s to many more years!
Cheers, Leebs.
###
Congratulations on Copper Magazine’s first birthday, a monumental landmarl for any infant.
When Editor Leebs and I first envisioned the magazine, we wanted more than anything to
accomplish two goals: build a thriving community and foster awareness for music, the arts, and
high-end audio. I think we’ve succeeded. Copper’s circulation is approaching the 10,000 mark
and shows no signs of stopping. The articles get better, the subject’s broader, the community
the richer for it.
My personal and heartfelt thanks for all those that contribute, but mostly, to our readers who
are the core of the community. I am honored to consider myself a member of this great group
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of people.—Paul McGowan, Publisher
###
When I came to PS Audio a year and a half ago to seek sponsorship for my Second Story
Garage project, about two hours (!!) into my visit, Paul started to tell me about an available job
he thought I might be good at. I walked out of the factory admittedly buzzing, but reality
eventually set in and I was greeted with a difficult decision. The staff at my former employer,
the local newspaper The Daily Camera, could not operate the Second Story Garage live video
recording studio project without me. During my interview process with PS, I voiced a concern
that my joining the team might mean that this amazing music project, my baby, could see its
end. The management at PS is simply awesome, and they expressed that the passions of their
employees were important to them. They were as interested in seeing my project survive as I
was. The newspaper also had interest in continuing a partnership, even discussing a big future
investment in a new studio. Unfortunately, the reality of today is that newspapers are
contracting, not growing. In the time since I joined PS Audio, the newspaper has shed even
more jobs, including two in the photo staff. Second Story Garage can’t function without
adequate photo staff.
Right now, the Second Story Garage project is on indefinite hold, and has likely come to an
end. I feel as though I should probably be sadder about it than I am—but I’m in a good place
about the whole thing.
The fact is that YOU, dear reader, are the source of my uplifted spirit. This writing opportunity
I’ve had with Copper, where I get to delve into my memories from Second Story Garage and
share the stories and techniques and headaches… honestly, it’s really been a gift to me on a
personal level.
I want to thank you all for reading any of my techno twaddle (my binaural blather, or channel
chatter) over the seasons. I don’t use the best syntax or grammar, and I often emerge foggyheaded after cranking out a 1700 word column for DJ Leebs. But I continue to crank it out
because every issue I’m given the chance to remember and savor a fascinating experience from
the past. For that, again, I am grateful. Much more to come from my department — stay
tuned!—Duncan Taylor
###
I’m afraid my prime experience of writing for Copper, now that we’re a year into the project, is
very selfish. Aside from getting to know Bill Leebens, it’s been about experiencing my own
mind, post-stroke. I’ve found, that when I’m fairly excited by my topic, my spoken language
gets hung-up. (My wife and adult daughter tell me that, at last, I’m like everybody else. To
which I say, “Hah!”) But writing, you would think, would be different, and it is —- to an extent.
More than ever, however, I discover the truth of the saying, “Writing about music is like
dancing about architecture”. I want to say, “Just listen!” But that’s not the job, and unlike the
distant past, I struggle frequently to find the things that I want to say about the subject of my
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columns.
But — without HAVING to do this, I wouldn’t. So thanks to all of the readers, and Bill and Paul,
for cracking the whip.—Dan Schwartz
###
Happy Birthday!
This issue commemorates the first anniversary of Copper Magazine. It’s been a long strange
trip and will continue thanks to all you readers out there. I started when they asked me to
write an article and I did write up the 2016 Grammy show. That article was weird enough they
asked me to write more and they’ve been sorry ever since, but they’re too nice to ask me to just
stop already.
We have some wonderful writers and great content. I thoroughly enjoy every issue and it
keeps getting better. In fact, I think the last issue is my favorite. Thanks to Bill Leebens for
his steadfast and patient editor work, and Paul McGowan who started the mag with Bill and
allowed us to keep going. And thanks to all of you for reading and writing. Couldn’t do it
without y’all. —Woody Woodward
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MQA Signs Deal with Universal Music
Group; More Woes for Samsung
By Bill Leebens | Issue 27

MQA and Universal Music Group to Collaborate on
Advancing Hi-Res On-Demand Streaming
[MQA was introduced via an AES paper by Bob Stuart and Peter Craven in 2014; the paper had
the daunting title of ” A Hierarchical Approach to Archiving and Distribution”. Since that time,
MQA has been the subject of both acclaim and debate. Warner Music signed an agreement
with MQA last May; now that UMG is on board, Sony Music is the only unsigned major label.
—Ed.]
LONDON AND SANTA MONICA, FEBRUARY 16, 2017 – Music technology company MQA
and Universal Music Group (UMG), the world-leader in music-based entertainment,
announced today that the companies have entered into a multi-year agreement that will encode
UMG’s extensive catalogue of master recordings in MQA’s industry-leading technology,
promising to make some of the world’s most celebrated recordings available for the first time
in Hi-Res Audio streaming.
Today’s announcement comes shortly after the launch of the cross-industry marketing
campaign “Stream the Studio”, launched at the 2017 Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas
and spearheaded by the DEG: the Digital Entertainment Group, to raise awareness of the
advantages of Hi-Res Audio streaming.
Mike Jbara, CEO of MQA, commented, “We’re very pleased to be working with Universal Music
to achieve our goal of moving studio-quality sound into the mainstream. Universal’s timeless
catalogue and impressive artist roster will fuel music streaming services worldwide and enable
the premium listening experience for all music fans.”
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Michael Nash, Executive Vice President of Digital Strategy at UMG, said, “The promise of HiRes Audio streaming is becoming a reality, with one service already in the market and several
more committed to launching this year. With MQA, we are working with a partner whose
technology is among the best solutions for streaming Hi-Res Audio, and one that doesn’t ask
music fans to compromise on sound quality for convenience. We’re looking forward to working
with Mike and his team at MQA to make our industry-leading roster of artists and recordings
available to music fans in the highest quality possible.”
MQA – the award-winning technology which delivers master quality audio in a file small enough
to stream – debuted on global music and entertainment platform, TIDAL, at the beginning of
this year, and is also available internationally on several music download services.
####

Samsung’s Acting Chairman Arrested
[ Here’s the Reuters report of the latest events at Samsung.
Our second story is unusual for several reasons:
First, we ordinarily present press-releases with minimal comment. In this case, there is no
relevant press-release, but I felt the story was significant, relevant, and worthy of mention.
Second, audiophiles may think, “what’s a cellphone company got to do with our little
world?”—well, this particular cellphone company bought Harman International a few
months ago, and Harman is the parent company of JBL, Mark Levinson, Revel, Infinity, and
a number of other well-known consumer and pro audio brands. The sale was likely driven (pun
intended) by Samsung’s need for Harman’s autonomous car technology, but the end result still
overlaps our world.
In the past year Samsung has faced massive recalls of exploding cellphones and exploding
washing machines, and now the heir and acting chairman of the massive conglomerate is under
arrest. And you think times are tough for your company?
Looking back at better times, here’s a recap of Samsung’s purchase of Harman last November
—Ed.]
SEOUL, Korea and STAMFORD, CT – Samsung Electronics (KRX: 005930) (“Samsung”) and
Harman International Industries, Incorporated (NYSE: HAR) (“HARMAN”) today announced
that they have entered into a definitive agreement under which Samsung will acquire
HARMAN for $112.00 per share in cash, or total equity value of approximately $8.0 billion.
Upon closing, the transaction will immediately give Samsung a significant presence in the
large and rapidly growing market for connected technologies, particularly automotive
electronics, which has been a strategic priority for Samsung, and is expected to grow to more
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than $100 billion by 2025[1]. HARMAN is the market leader in connected car solutions, with
more than 30 million vehicles currently equipped with its connected car and audio systems,
including embedded infotainment, telematics, connected safety and security. Approximately
65% of HARMAN’s $7.0 billion of reported sales during the 12 months ended September 30,
2016 are automotive-related, and its order backlog for this market at June 30, 2016 was
approximately $24 billion.
HARMAN’s experience designing and integrating sophisticated in-vehicle technologies, as well
as its long-term relationships with most of the world’s largest automakers, will create
significant growth opportunities for the combined business by enabling it to leverage
Samsung’s expertise in connected mobility, semiconductors, user experience, displays and its
global distribution channels. In addition, the combination of HARMAN’s brands and audio
capabilities and Samsung’s expertise in consumer electronics will deliver enhanced customer
benefits and elevate user experiences across Samsung’s complete portfolio of consumer and
professional products and systems.
“HARMAN perfectly complements Samsung in terms of technologies, products and solutions,
and joining forces is a natural extension of the automotive strategy we have been pursuing for
some time,” said Oh-Hyun Kwon, Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Samsung
Electronics. “As a Tier 1 automotive supplier with deep customer relationships, strong brands,
leading technology and a recognized portfolio of best-in-class products, HARMAN immediately
establishes a strong foundation for Samsung to grow our automotive platform. Dinesh Paliwal
is a proven global leader and, in our extensive discussions, we have developed deep respect for
him, his strong senior leadership team and HARMAN’s talented employees. HARMAN’s
sustained track record of rapid growth fueled by technology leadership and an unmatched
automotive order pipeline reflects its commitment to innovation and customers.”
“The vehicle of tomorrow will be transformed by smart technology and connectivity in the same
way that simple feature phones have become sophisticated smart devices over the past
decade,” added Young Sohn, President and Chief Strategy Officer of Samsung Electronics.
“We see substantial long-term growth opportunities in the auto technology market as demand
for Samsung’s specialized electronic components and solutions continues to grow. Working
together, we are confident that HARMAN can become a new kind of Tier 1 provider to the
OEMs by delivering end-to-end solutions across the connected ecosystem.”
Dinesh Paliwal, HARMAN Chairman, President and CEO, stated, “This compelling all-cash
transaction will deliver significant and immediate value to our shareholders and provide new
opportunities for our employees as part of a larger, more diversified company. Today’s
announcement is a testament to what we have achieved and the value that we have created for
shareholders. Samsung is an ideal partner for HARMAN and this transaction will provide
tremendous benefits to our automotive customers and consumers around the world.
Combining Samsung’s strengths in leading-edge displays, connectivity and processing solutions
with HARMAN’s technology leadership and long-standing customer relationships will enable
OEMs to provide new offerings for their customers. Partnerships and scale are essential to
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winning over the long term in automotive as demand for robust connected car and autonomous
driving solutions increases at a rapid pace. This transaction will bring HARMAN and
Samsung’s complementary strengths together to accelerate innovation in this space. More
broadly, this investment underscores the strength of HARMAN’s employees, as well as our
success and leadership across our markets. We look forward to working together with
Samsung to elevate experiences for consumers worldwide.”
Customer Benefits and Significant Growth Opportunities
Samsung expects the combination to deliver significant growth opportunities and benefits to
customers by leveraging Samsung’s and HARMAN’s complementary technologies, resulting in
increased market penetration across important end markets.
Automotive: Combining HARMAN’s leadership in new connected car technologies,
including its top positions in infotainment, cyber security, over-the-air updates and
telematics, with Samsung’s significant expertise and experience in connectivity
technologies, including 5G, UX/UI, display technology and security solutions, will
enhance HARMAN’s automotive and connected services businesses to drive greater
sales and provide significant benefits as automakers speed the adoption of nextgeneration connected cars.
Audio: HARMAN’s leading brands and cutting-edge audio systems include JBL®,
Harman Kardon®, Mark Levinson®, AKG®, Lexicon®, Infinity®, and Revel®. The
company also licenses Bowers & Wilkins® and Bang & Olufsen® brands for
automotive. All of these brands will greatly enhance the competitiveness of
Samsung’s mobile, display, virtual reality and wearable products to deliver a fully
differentiated audio and visual experience for customers.
Professional: The combination will also expand the combined company’s businessto-business platform through its ability to deliver integrated, large-scale audio and
visual professional solutions at stadiums, concert facilities and other performance
centers such as The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and STAPLES
Center – home of the GRAMMY Awards®.
Connected Services: Samsung will gain access to HARMAN’s 8,000 software
designers and engineers who are unlocking the potential of the IoT market. This
collaboration will deliver the next generation of cloud-based consumer and
enterprise experiences, as well as end-to-end services for the automotive market
through the convergence of design, data and devices.
Operating Structure and Leadership
Upon closing, HARMAN will operate as a standalone Samsung subsidiary, and continue to be
led by Dinesh Paliwal and HARMAN’s current management team. Samsung is pursuing a longterm growth strategy in automotive electronics, and plans to retain HARMAN’s work force,
headquarters and facilities, as well as all of its consumer and professional audio brands.
Samsung believes the combination will increase career development and advancement
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opportunities for the employees of both companies.
Samsung’s Automotive Electronics Business Team, which was established in December of 2015
to identify opportunities for Samsung in the automotive sector, will work closely with the
HARMAN management team to realize the full growth potential of the combination.
Terms of the Transaction
The purchase price represents a premium of 28% based on HARMAN’s closing stock price on
November 11, 2016 and a 37% premium to HARMAN’s 30-calendar day volume weighted
average price ending November 11, 2016. Samsung expects to use cash on hand to fund the
transaction. The agreement has been unanimously approved by the boards of directors of both
companies.
The transaction, which is subject to approval by HARMAN shareholders, regulatory approvals
and other customary closing conditions, is expected to close in mid-2017.
####
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Persistence of Memory
By Bill Leebens | Issue 27

Uncle Jim was a chemist who worked for General Mills for over forty years, developing food
products (I know, I know—the organic-eating Coloradan in me shudders a bit at that idea, but
let’s move on). I recall my professorial-looking unk ranting about “the kids”—probably PhDs in
their 30’s and 40’s—who came up with brilliant ideas that, surprise, surprise, he had
investigated and rejected decades before. And of course, “kids” being kids, they wouldn’t
believe him, wouldn’t listen to “the Old Man”, couldn’t conceive that they weren’t the first to
arrive at a particular insight.
As I was in my twenties when I heard Uncle Jim’s rant, I smiled and nodded sympathetically,
and tried not to smirk while I secretly sided with “the kids”.
One of the countless corollaries of Leebens’ Law of Life (“Things Change”, in case you’ve
forgotten) is, “Be careful what thou smirketh at, for yea verily, it shall return to biteth thou in
thine behind.” —Okay, it isn’t normally stated in Shakespeare-speak. It’s just more fun that
way.
Fast forward to a white-haired Leebs: sure enough, I’m in Uncle Jim’s spot. Those damn kids
just won’t listen. Again, I smile— ruefully this time, amused by the arrogance that made me
think that I would never be like that.
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This came home to roost at CES a couple years back, when I found myself berating a potential
client for pitching their product as the FIRST self-energizing electrostatic speaker….and I of
course simply had to set the record straight, listing the lineage of such things back to the ’20’s
in Germany and the Koss ‘stat speakers, and…and…
Is that twenty-something giving me the same fixed, tolerant smile I wore when Uncle Jim was
ranting?
OMG.
No surprise then that I didn’t pick up a client that day. I’d like to think that I learned from that
event, and that I now gently point out such historical missteps with patience, and not pit bull
ferocity. It’s a work in progress, like all of life.
The truth is, audio is a field with a truly lousy sense of its own history, more interested in
advancement of the latest and greatest than in introspection or preservation of its past. The
history is largely preserved in the minds and memories of those who have been involved in
designing or selling the gear…and when those souls pass on, those memories are lost.
The AES has some historical archives, but much of the material available from them pertains
more to the history of the society itself, than to the anecdotal and technical history of audio in
general. Few biographies or autobios of audio notables are available, aside from the occasional
oral history like this one from audio pioneer Harry F. Olson— which makes books like those
from The Absolute Sound and Ken Kessler even more valuable (a real cynic would point to
the triple digit prices of those books, but I understand the issues of small-scale, researchintensive publishing).
I’ve attempted to do a tiny bit to preserve the history of a few innovators in the field with my
Vintage Whine columns, but there’s an awful lot more to be done. I don’t know what to say
about that, other than to encourage industry veterans to record their memories while they can:
audio, video, on paper. Just do it.
This will probably result in me being involved in even more projects in the future. I’m okay with
that—although I suspect that statement will likely come back to biteth me in my behind. ;->
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The Restless Mind: At Last, At Rest
By Dan Schwartz | Issue 27

I had begun to write about my early years listening to another pillar of minimalism, Philip
Glass, when word broke out on Facebook that Larry Coryell had died in his sleep after a show
at Iridium, in NY — apparently of a heart attack.
For the most part, I’ve stayed away from writing about every single notable death during the
past year — this would have been an obituary column otherwise. But Coryell cuts hauntingly
close to my humble beginnings.
I had just started playing music when his album Spaces came out. Now he’s referred to as the
Godfather of Fusion, and you know what? It’s kind of true. We wouldn’t have known that at the
time, but with John McLaughlin, who followed close on his heels, he really stretched the
boundaries. We were just hearing what they were doing and yow! Listen to “Rene’s Theme” (a
duet with McLaughlin). That was the first time I had heard anything like that. What they
demonstrated to us, a bunch of fledgling musicians, was how wide open the territory of music
was. And now, going back and listening to his early music, Coryell was the widest open of them
all.
McLaughlin, who most of us first saw at a hockey rink called the Spectrum touring with the
Mahavishnu Orchestra (opening for T. Rex!), exuded an aura of unapproachability. Not
Coryell. He played smaller venues, and hung out. His speed as a guitarist was awesome to us
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kids (who had a period of evaluating guitarists by how many notes per second one could play),
but he seemed, somehow, one of us — only more so. Like us, but made good; like a big kid (he
would turn 30 in this period).
Even his records were on smaller, more human-scale labels; mostly Vanguard back then. And
something about them seemed kind of homegrown, too — like they were made up of the heads
and improvs that we were learning to do. And we did. I won’t say we did a credible job of them,
but they were, again, more approachable than the Mahavishnu tunes. From Spaces, to
Barefoot Boy, to Offering, it was all achievable — sloppily, but nonetheless achievable.
But then came The Restful Mind, Coryell’s collaboration with three quarters of label mates
Oregon — Ralph Towner, Glen Moore, and Colin Walcott. It was acoustic (more or less, but
more than less), quieter, more meditative, and although most of quieted down around the same
time, it leaped out so far ahead of us… and just when were getting halfway decent at where he
had been.
Sort of made up of the same structures as his earlier records, head-and-solos, its 7 tracks have
been haunting my inner ear for 43 years. I mean, all the time. I’ve never stopped listening to it,
never felt finished with it. Sometimes it falls into lesser-rotation, sometimes more, but what
album doesn’t? (even the Fabs, sometimes — amazingly enough).
When I pick up a guitar, I often play the opening of the first track, “Improvisation on Robert de
Visee’s Menuet II”. And the album’s solo guitar version of Ravel’s “Pavane for a Dead Princess”
was my introduction to the piece.
It’s said the quality of a Coryell record is down to the quality of his fellow players. I find that to
be true (actually, that’s true of us all). In my opinion, in my listening, it was never higher than
on this set.
I went to see him doing acoustic guitar duets with Steve Khan in San Diego, oh, about 40 years
ago. We talked afterwards, and he told me of his desire to do more albums like The Restful
Mind — “It’s what people want from me, I think.” Of course, I encouraged it. It took him some
years though, and the very special magic that came together on this particular record, he never
returned to, as far as I’m aware. (And then Walcott died).
And now: Larry Coryell himself. I hope wherever he is, he has found his mind finally at rest.
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Style, With Sprinkles
By Lawrence Schenbeck | Issue 27

Dear Friends,
Congratulations! Copper’s readers, writers, faithful Editor, and visionary Publisher have all
played a part in getting us to Year Two of this worthy enterprise. For me, the best way to
celebrate is to persist. So here’s one more column that connects the dots between music’s
basic principles and specific cases.
And have we got a dandy specific case for you this time: an exciting, great-sounding new
recording of the Elgar Cello Concerto from Johannes Moser and the Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande led by Andrew Manze (Pentatone PTC 5186 570; SACD and download). It’s coupled
with Tchaikovsky’s Variations on a Rococo Theme.
The Variations were Tchaikovsky’s nostalgic nod to Mozart; they mix Romantic and Classic
styles. Scored for a relatively small orchestra, Rococo nevertheless produces warm, plush
colors—definitely Romantic. Tchaikovsky’s theme is more straightforwardly “Rococo,” i.e.,
Early Classic: a series of measured, symmetrical phrases, simple but about as folksy as Marie
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Antoinette in her Little Shepherdess outfit. The variations also hew closely to Classicism,
producing a string of pearls tinged with melancholy. Moser’s performance perfectly balances
delicacy and display. It’s easy to see why he won Special Prize at the 2002 Tchaikovsky
Competition for his interpretation.
In terms of style, there’s even more going on. Moser has chosen to perform the original
version, not the radically revised edition created by cellist Wilhelm Fitzenhagen, who
premiered it in Moscow in 1877. Besides adding virtuoso detailing, Fitzenhagen eliminated one
variation and re-arranged the order of the rest, destroying the composer’s carefully worked-out
musical progression. As Tchaikovsky’s publisher put it: “Good God! Tchaikovsky revu et corrigé
par Fitzenhagen!” The Fitzenhagen version is still used by many cellists; Liszt loved it. But
Moser gives us what Tchaikovsky wrote, minus the un-special effects. My 21st-century ears like
it that way.
The case of the Elgar Concerto is complicated too. Many fans measure all performances of this
work against Jacqueline Du Pré’s gutsy, larger-than-life 1965 recording. Moser doesn’t so much
displace her version as simply glide over it. Lithe, dynamic, transparent, wholly convincing as
instrumental drama, this new recording breaks free of the generic expressivity and Edwardian
gravitas that sink some other efforts. (By now, cellists everywhere should know that attempts
to beat Du Pré at her own game can end badly.)
This was Elgar’s last major orchestral work. It echoes the grief and loss of the Great War, of a
vanished Empire. But Elgar had no premonition of his wife’s death shortly to come, no
consciousness that this 1919 Concerto would be his creative farewell. Closer to the mark was
Sir Adrian Boult’s remark that in the Cello Concerto Elgar “struck a new kind of music, with a
more economical line, terse in every way.” Moser’s performance hints at a Late Style that could
have been.
He has found sympathetic collaborators in Andrew Manze and the Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande. Their carefully prepared, remarkably unified performance sounds spontaneous
nonetheless. Movement timings provide a clue, especially when compared with those of Du Pré
or more recently Stephen Isserlis (who does seem to “get it” regarding Elgar’s Late Style). In
every case, Moser shaves significant time off Du Pré’s landmark reading and usually off
Isserlis’s as well. But never does the Moser-Manze account feel hurried. If anything, this
slightly more Italianate, extrovert approach heightens coherence while sharpening the music’s
emotional impact. (Manze pulled off a similar hat trick with the Brahms symphonies a few
years ago.) This is how music is kept alive: performers continually refurbish the castles and
apartments of the Great Works so that today’s audiences can continue to respond to them.
(Speaking of “alive,” check out Pentatone’s detailed, exquisitely balanced high-resolution
recording. In no way does it weaken the sound of Elgar’s rich orchestral palette. Instead, a
multitude of nuances emerge while big moments are enhanced. Kudos to producers Job Maarse
and Erdo Groot and their superb team.)
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At first I figured Manze’s career as an Early Music specialist had encouraged his embrace of
swifter, leaner interpretations. As a violinist and director he brought out landmark recordings
of Vivaldi, Biber, Pandolfi, and Telemann. By the time he turned to conducting “standard”
repertoire, his fondness for clarity, spontaneity, and energy had become a habit. To re-imagine
Bach or Vivaldi had been customary, necessary even. To re-imagine Brahms or Elgar proved
revolutionary.
Last week I caught up with Johannes Moser and got the rest of the story. Here are excerpts
from our conversation.
LS: You and Manze seem to be on precisely the same wavelength with the Elgar Concerto.
How did you work that out?
JM: I have been playing this concerto for almost two decades, and during that time I tried
many different approaches. After getting fed up with a purely emotional approach—which
certainly has its merits—I started meticulously dissecting the score and its many markings.
Very few pieces contain such a wealth of information. Furthermore, the largely unknown
recording by Beatrice Harrison served as a source of great inspiration, because the conductor
was none other than Edward Elgar himself! [To read about the astonishing recent discovery of
“accidental stereo” recordings of Harrison’s 1920 performance, with timings much closer to
Moser than to Du Pré, click here. —LS]
When I started rehearsing with Andrew, he had done the Elgar only a few times and with
cellists who favored a very traditional approach. It was easy to convince him of my findings,
just because he also takes the score extremely seriously. We quickly agreed on an
interpretation. To me, the freshest interpretations are those that go back to the very roots—the
score! As Brahms once said, “One must read as much music as one plays.”
LS: Tell me about your relationship to the Fitzenhagen Rococo Variations.
JM: I first got to know the original version at the 2002 Tchaikovsky competition. For years I
went back and forth between the two versions, finally settling on the original. The available
orchestra material is rather faulty, so I travel with my own, corrected parts. I send orchestras
the PDFs a couple of months in advance.
I have nothing against the Fitzenhagen version, I just love the original so much more. There is
a fast variation in the middle and another at the very end, which makes the dramatic curve
more interesting. We do know that Tchaikovsky approved only a few of the changes and
actually hated the result. However, because at the time he was so unsuccessful with his violin
and piano concertos—really, it’s true!—he did not want to interfere with Fitzenhagen’s efforts.
To this day, the original is still largely unknown. My mission is to change that!
LS: I see from your schedule that you remain deeply involved in chamber music.
JM: I can honestly say that I learn the most from it. And I love that there is always more to
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discover! My musical roots lie in the German tradition, from Mendelssohn through Schumann
and Brahms to Schoenberg. Last week I played [Schoenberg’s] Verklärte Nacht again, and it is
all in there: Wagner to Mahler to Zemlinsky, and furthermore scratching at the very outer
edges of tonality. This year I am doing many recitals featuring the Brahms E Minor Sonata [see
below], which I have played for decades, and the Franck Sonata, which is actually new for me.
LS: Safe travels, and best wishes on your further adventures.
JM: Thank you.
See Johannes Moser’s complete tour schedule here. He’s also big on YouTube, but for
convenience’s sake most of his videos can be seen here.
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Preposterous Nonsense!
By Richard Murison | Issue 27

Back in Issue 22, in response to my column “Purer, More Perfect Sound”, reader tortuga_Bob
made mention of the ‘Crown Jewels’ argument often put forward by the majors to describe
their Studio Master “tapes” (which these days are files, rather than tapes). Bob was absolutely
right, and whenever I hear this Crown Jewels idea being spouted it makes my blood boil,
because it is nothing but preposterous nonsense.
Imagine this. German car-maker BMW recently unveiled the latest incarnation of their iconic
5-series luxury sports sedan. Here is one of their promotional photos, in all its glory:
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Nice, eh? I expect if you wanted one, and could afford it, it would be available to purchase
from your local BMW dealer in that fetching shade of metallic azure blue. What you’d get
would look as close to what you see above as they can make it. Imagine, though, that BMW’s
marketing mavens instead considered this magnificent paint job to be their Crown Jewels.
Instead of allowing you to experience it for yourself, what they would offer to sell you is the
closest match from a Benjamin Moore color swatch, lovingly applied with a 3” paint brush.
Makes any sense to you? Of course not. It is clearly nothing but abject preposterous
nonsense.
The whole notion of Crown Jewels is that whoever owns them wants to go out of their way to
make damn sure you don’t get them. They’re MY Crown Jewels and you can’t have them. And
for the music industry to apply such a designation to their Studio Masters is nothing but pure
… yeah, you got it.
Of course, there was a time when this was the indeed case. When recordings were made to
analog tape, the Studio Master was something special. You had to treat it very carefully. Each
time you play back an analog tape a little something is lost. Even if you don’t play it, it slowly
degrades in the cupboard. The process of distributing the music captured on Studio Masters to
individual consumers involved making copies of copies of copies, but whenever you made a
copy, that copy was slightly less true to the original. Each generation down the copy chain
resulted in slightly lower quality. Eventually, when you bought the LP and played it at home,
the quality was a long way short of what you would have heard if instead they had sold you the
Studio Master itself. Therefore the Studio Master tapes became increasingly valuable as the
popularity of the recordings increased. That is why the Studio Master of Dark Side Of The
Moon is kept in a temperature and humidity-controlled vault. It truly is somebody’s Crown
Jewels. How much do you imagine it might sell for if it were to come up for auction?
But with today’s digital technology the situation is markedly different. A digital master can be
copied with no loss of fidelity whatsoever. A 100th generation copy is bit-for-bit identical to the
original. And so, as a consequence, there is nothing to prevent a Record Label from
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distributing the actual digital Studio Master all the way to end-user customers. The only
constraining factor is the bandwidth of their web servers – and if they subcontract out to
Amazon S3 (or a competing service) then that constraint goes straight out the window.
So why should a marketing type from a major label puff out his chest and bleat about his Studio
Masters being Crown Jewels? What he is telling you is that he has a strong desire to keep it
out of everybody else’s hands – and specifically your hands. Why should that be? What is in it
for the studio to sell you only a crippled version of the product, when for no extra cost he could
sell you the Studio Master? [In fact the opposite is true – it actually costs him money to repackage the Studio Master into a lesser format.] Why does he only want to offer you a BMW
with a Benjamin Moore paint job, and keep the gorgeous spray-painted and lacquered model
off the market on the basis that it is his Crown Jewel? No, it makes no sense to me either. It’s
nothing but preposterous nonsense.
So now let’s ask a different question. What could a person of nefarious intent do with one of
these Crown Jewels that he couldn’t do with the CD of the same album that he bought from a
store (or even downloaded illegally)? One obvious answer is that he could flood the market
with illegal copies of the Studio Master, which would be eagerly snapped up by those who were
not afforded the opportunity to buy them from an official source in the first place (I’d be crying
crocodile tears for the marketing genius and his Crown Jewels). But in truth, the market for
those Studio Masters is actually quite small on the grand scale of things. So what our
nefarious friend is far more likely to do would be to use a cheap (i.e. free) software package to
downsample the Studio Master to CD or MP3 or whatever the format-du-jour might be, and use
that to undercut the Label on the open market. But, clearly, our nefarious construct doesn’t
actually need the Studio Master for that! In practice it would be quicker and cheaper to buy
the CD (or MP3) and just rip or copy that. Frankly, having to work from the Studio Master
would be a bit of an inconvenience.
There is of course a financial element which is central to all this. The underlying problem is
that there is a perceived value hierarchy across the spectrum of musical quality, with MP3 at
the bottom, PCM in the middle, and DSD at the top. Even if you’re not buying the argument of
a progressive increase in sound quality as you go up the chain, at least you are getting a bigger
file with every step up. Hey, bigger is better – so in principle one ought to be able to charge
more for the bigger file with the better sound. But just because there are a small number of
enthusiasts out there who willingly shell out $40 for a DSD download, $25 for a 24/96 Flac file,
and $10 for MP3, it doesn’t follow that Joe Public shares those value judgments. Joe has no
interest whatsoever in GB-sized DSD files that take up all the space in his iPod. And he
certainly isn’t up for paying $40 for it. This is what keeps the sales and marketing types
awake; they learn on Day 1 of MBA school that it’s a mortal sin to leave a dollar on the table.
After all, the gap between perceived value and actual value is pure profit, baby! But
underneath all this, though, the inconvenient truth is that the actual cost of producing and
distributing an MP3 file from a Studio Master source is negligibly different from that of
producing any of the other formats. Any market will always be inefficient when the perceived
and the actual values of its products don’t align.
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Today the music industries employs a vast number of people in jobs whose function is to try
and keep in place tired old structures which fail to serve the needs of either the producers or
the consumers of its products. These people extract a lot of money from the system, and
frankly, we don’t need them any more. They spend their every waking hour trying to extract
every last penny they can from us, the consumers, while returning as little as possible to their
stable of musicians. They’re like owning a boat – a hole in the water that you fill with money.
It’s not all doom and gloom, though. Already, the classical music industry is in the throes of
breaking clear of the old structure, and shining a light on a possible way forward for the rest of
the industry. I could easily list (but won’t, for fear off offending someone I’d miss) a couple of
dozen small but successful independent labels who are producing a healthy catalog of new
classical recordings. They don’t sell their wares via the old distribution chains – mostly they
sell directly or through dedicated web-based outlets. Downloading is central to their business
model. They seem to be getting by quite successfully, and they all have a couple of key things
in common. First, they are producing recordings of truly exceptional quality, right across the
board. Secondly, they go out of their way to ensure that customers have the closest possible
access to their Studio Masters. Not a Crown Jewel in sight.
And in case anybody was wondering, recording an orchestra is a seriously expensive
undertaking – $200,000 per recording is not out of the question. That’s the equivalent of 3
weeks or more of quality studio time for your average Pop, Rock, or Jazz Band.
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Bring on the Bass!
By Duncan Taylor | Issue 27

So there I was a few Sundays ago, cleaning up after having made breakfast, and discussing
with my wife what to do with the day. I had taken the dog on a long back-country ski adventure
the day before, and had half a mind to stick around home and rest a little. “Do a project,” she
offered. She and our one year old had a day of fun planned with the grandparents, so I
breathed a sigh of relief when I realized I had some “me” time on tap.
I started to poke around the brain to see what kind of project I could come up with when it hit
me. “The Ripole sub!” I’ve got a few audio projects on long-term hold, but one idea that has
been nagging at me for a year or so is that I need to build a subwoofer and integrate it into my
system. And in the past few months I had homed in on the little-known “Ripole” design as my
DIY target.
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I’ve been hacking speakers together since I was a little kid — it’s one of my favorite things in
audio. With some elbow grease and a bit of lumber, you can build speakers that sound different
and excellent and you can try all kinds of fantastical designs in speaker building’s lengthy past.
It helps, when building speakers, to love music dearly. Readers of my regular column know I
should have that covered. So the best payoff of DIY happens when you get things right, and the
music magically gets better. It’s magic, I swear. With DIY, you feel like you’ve gotten away with
something, cheated the laws of physics perhaps, or in the least you’ve bested the dollar.
Over the last 8 years or so, I’ve been listening only to speakers that I’ve made. The changeover
occurred once my speakers became good enough, and that happened when I stumbled across a
real sonic gem by happy accident. I discovered a source for a 50-year-old Japanese full range
speaker that is extremely musical in the same way that the Western Electric/Altec 755a was.
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I don’t think I’ll reveal what it is yet — I need to snatch up a few more before I let the cat out of
the bag. ;)
After plenty of experiments with transmission lines, open baffles, and an Edgarhorn, I found
the perfect homes for these drivers. My source for the drivers had them originally mounted in
sealed cabinets, but I found through trial and error that they prefer back-loaded horns, and
also that they particularly shine in a tapered quarter-wave tube (often called TQWT on speakerbuilder forums).
The full-range drivers are remarkable. They’re extremely fast and can move a surprising
amount of air. Presented in my room with horn and reflex tunings of 40Hz, 55Hz and 100Hz,
their sound has brought me musical happiness for a few years. During that time I’d
occasionally toy with the idea of crossing them over to a subwoofer, but the magic of
crossoverlessness (just coined that- bumper sticker?) kept the thoughts at bay.
It was Jim Smith‘s columns in Copper about subwoofers that again kick started the sub
thoughts for me. If you haven’t read the Subwoofery series, do so now — free expert
perspective is what living in the Internet age is all about!
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The thoughts about subwoofers were a-twirlin’ in the last year, and I knew I’d want to build
something myself, tailored to my particular needs:
I needed a sub that didn’t shake the joining wall between my condominium and my neighbor’s,
or even send bass through it if I could help it.
I needed just enough smooth bottom end to give my full rangers a break. I don’t need to go
down to 20Hz; something like 35-40 with authority is adequate.
I needed FAST bass to keep up with the mains.
I had a location in mind and I needed the bass to be hard to locate.
The “Ripole,” patented by Axel Ridtahler, is a dipole sub design that slot-loads the woofers to
lower their free-air resonance. It’s got mostly dipole radiation, but its polar pattern is perhaps
a subject of another discussion. Importantly it had a reputation for keeping bass in the room,
for being musical and not chest-thumping, and for being quick. I found so many warnings that
it wasn’t ideal for home theater use, but I just chuckled knowing it might excel in exactly in the
way I needed. I planned to make a double Ripole, since I had two mystery drivers on hand. In a
later experiment perhaps I’ll separate them.
I figured amplification would be easy — I do work at an amplifier factory — but doing things
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DIY meant I’d have to handle the crossover and equalization on my own.
Enter DSP. I’d given DSP a few withering askance glances over the years, treating it as a
second class citizen in the audio realm. My use of analog line-level equalization to help my full
range drivers notwithstanding — we’ve all got a little hypocrisy in our lives if we look closely
enough.
But in recent years, a lot of believable chatter about how far DSP has come, combined with
some impressive demonstrations at audio shows by the likes of DSPeaker, DEQX and even
McIntosh, have brought my opinion around.

In my research I got the sense that the Korean company MiniDSP was the most accessible and
effortless way to dip one’s toes into the DSP world. I realized their products solved my
subwoofer issue, and the promise of working with Room EQ Wizard meant I could really EQ
things well. As my surprise date with the woodshop approached, I bought a MiniDSP 2×4
Balanced just because I knew I’d eventually want to use it. The balanced model would allow me
to also try the EQ function with my full range speakers, as my amplifier and DAC are both
balanced. Even though it was another conversion back to digital and then again back to analog
… after my DAC *shudder*… I like to have an open mind and I like the exploration audio DIY
can provide. I left open the possibility that I might like the sound of it it even if it was a
“shortest path” no-no.
We’ll have full details of the “Ripole” build in the next issue of Copper!
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That Spiritual Feeling
By Duncan Taylor | Issue 27

I and I have no clue what took me so long to arrive at the topic of reggae music. When you’re
describing the culture of the city of Boulder to an outsider, a mention of dreadlocks will likely
find its way in there at some point. Sure, you can live a life free of the smell of patchouli here if
you stay indoors and have your groceries delivered, but if you do step out there’s a chance
you’ll come across the undeniable earthy presence among some of our dear locals, and I’m not
making a smell joke. There is a lot of spirituality here, of many dogmas and origins.
Boulder’s best known as a college town because the University of Colorado calls it home, but
Boulder possesses similar fame to the earthy, worldly sort as it is also home to the small,
private, artistic and, yes, spiritual Naropa University.
Naropa University was started in 1974 out of an old bus depot in Boulder, and claimed Allen
Ginsberg, Anne Waldman, Ram Das, Kobun Chino Roshi, Gary Snyder, Herbert Guenther, Joan
Halifax, John Cage, Gregory Bateson and others among its early faculty. [ Holy CRAP!!—Ed.]
Through the years, its connection with Buddhism has made it a gateway for cultures not
otherwise represented in Colorado. With its pull in the creative community around the world,
the liberal arts school has certainly changed and driven arts and culture in our humble city.
Naropa is a unique intersection of spirituality and arts that is fascinating to me. I was raised by
a choir director, and much of the music our choirs sang had religious themes. From an early
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age I could connect religious zeal with focused artistic endeavor. It made sense to me; people
need motivations for the things they do. Fame and money really don’t work as well for the
difficult stuff as does the desire to honor one’s creator.
So I dig it. And it’s easy to see why reggae music also thrives at Naropa’s music school. Like
many types of music, reggae began with a spiritual message, but even today there’s a big
percentage of songs that can be considered traditional, and whose lyrics circle around themes
of Jah and the Lion of Judah.
An opportunity arose years ago which allowed me to immerse myself in reggae culture. A
friend and I, with the help of a few local DJs, started a weekly reggae night at a nightclub in
Boulder. We called it “Club Dread,” and we filled the place every Thursday for a little more
than a year, providing many of my favorite music memories. Jumping in from the outside, I
could see the spirituality not just in the lyrics, but also in the way that the musicians carried
themselves and lived their lives.
I won’t say that most of the reggae music I’ve heard represents difficult, life-committing high
art, as some religious motivation has produced in human history— but I will say that the music
encapsulates a perspective that I’ve found to be a happy, healthy way to live life on this earth.
And when the bass guitar is cranking, and the guitars are chopping against the drums in that
slow beat, when the timing is like your piano-top metronome, when the wah wah pedal is deftly
worked to lend elasticity and a respiratory action to each beat, when the band is just damn
solid… well, I don’t care where it comes from.
That’s just good music.
This week I’m excited to share with you Intuit, a group of damned solid reggae musicians who
met and formed their group while studying at Naropa. Today’s arrangement of the band claims
reggae, blues, African poly rhythm, folk, funk and jazz as the inspirations of their lively,
danceable music, and I’d say that’s accurate. The quintet dropped by our live video recording
studio to record some tracks about a year and a half ago, and what followed was a lovely,
technical and enjoyable recording session. These were just about the nicest and most polite
artists I had ever seen, and I think their happy spark shines through the music they play.
Up close I witnessed deft finger work and practiced subtleties from guitarist Neil Sullivan, and
the pairing of his soft tenor voice with singer Chloe Watkins’ breathy high alto is a bit magical
on “Moonsong,” the video of which you’ll see below. As is always the case with a full, pluggedin, loud band, I had to work hard to maintain order of the sound waves in the room. Neil’s
guitar played through a very large amplifier head and open-back speaker stack to the left side
of him in the video. I angled the stack, using its size to help block direct sound from the drums,
congas and bass guitar in the back of the room. That let me get a fuller direct sound, and I
fattened it out further by adding a rear microphone on the back of the cabinet, flipped out of
phase and panned right with reverb added. I brought this channel up on the mixer just loud
enough to add some fill to the guitar sound, and I’m happy with the result.
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Perhaps the trickiest microphone placement in my recording session with Intuit was on Chloe’s
cello. I never like to get too close to a bowed string instrument’s bridge with a microphone, but
this time I had to put headphones on and walk the mic closer and closer until I reached a spot
where the cello was sitting well in the mix.
Like the subject of a recent Copper column, New Orleans brass bayou band Dirty Bourbon
River Show, this band’s trust and sense of professionalism really made for a smooth recording
and an excellent result. I root for success with Intuit because they’re in it for the long haul, and
they’ve shown themselves to have a spiritual focus in pursuit of making and producing
excellent music. Each of the band’s albums has utilized the finest recording facilities and minds
in Boulder, and currently they are close to completing the mixing stage of a third album.
Take a look at what we did in these videos below, and stay up to date on the new release
through the band’s Facebook page, and via their website.
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Spica, Part 2
By Bill Leebens | Issue 27

In the last issue of Copper we briefly looked at loudspeaker manufacturer Spica, the
company’s founder John Bau, and the company’s speakers, which are still used and revered by
many, decades after the company’s demise.
Luckily, founder/designer Bau is still alive and well; I spoke at length with John on February
7th, 2017. What follows is a transcription of that conversation, edited for brevity and clarity
(C= Copper, JB=John Bau).
C: For a company that’s been out of business for 20 years, there’s certainly a wealth of
material on the ‘net about Spica.
JB: Yeah.
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C: Personally, I was surprised to discover your involvement with PS. They just did the plate
amps on the subs?
JB: Well, as far as product, yes. Paul and Stan were in a big way responsible for getting me into
the mainstream of audio marketing, really. Back around 1979 I was sitting in my house making
these speakers and pretty much selling as many as I could make, locally. A friend of mine in
Albuquerque said, “you should talk to the guys at PS Audio, they’re really cool guys and you’ll
like them, and they’ll give you some pointers on getting going in the business, maybe a little
more scale.”
So I took his advice and called them, and just hit it off with both Paul and Stan immediately. At
one point they asked if I was going to the summer CES show, and I said, “what’s that?” I had
no idea what it was. They explained to me what t was, and I thought it sounded pretty
interesting. All the exhibit rooms were at the Americana Congress [in Chicago], which had a
different name back then. They said, “all our rooms are sold out, but we’ll put you on the
waiting list.” I said, “okay, that’s cool.”
My wife was scheduled to have our first baby right around the time of the show anyway, so
there was some conflict there. A week or two before the show I got a call from CES saying,
“we have a room open on the fourth floor. ESS just bought out Dynaco… and so you can have
their room.”
I didn’t know until I got there, but this was a prime location. Right as you came up the stairs
you’d see Spica’s room (laughs)…I don’t need to tell the rest of that story, but Paul and Stan
were the ones who got me to show my stuff and got me to go for more national marketing.
C: That was back in the day when you could do that at CES, and get results.
JB: Yup, I think that’s true. I got lucky—I was the only one on that level. Most of the guys got
rooms on like the 20th floor…I really lucked out.
C: At CES this year we were a little disheartened by how little presence there is of high-end
audio [at the show].
JB: I’m amazed there’s any, to be honest with you. I haven’t kept track of audio, but it seems to
me….I was surprised when you told me PS Audio was still in business. I was like, “you’re
KIDDING!!”
C: I read your interview with John Atkinson from almost thirty years ago, 1988, and the
beginning of how you got into speakers sounds suspiciously like the way Dave Wilson got into
building speakers: you’re doing recording, you wanted to have a reliable portable monitor,
couldn’t find anything you liked and/or could afford, and you just started making your own.
Your first product, the SC-50…were they made out of Sonotube [the cardboard tubing used as a
concrete form]?
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JB: Yep, they were Sonotube with a glued-in baffle and solid wood end-caps.
C: I recall being impressed with them at the time, and then a few years downstream the
“wedgies” [the TC-50] came out, and those were even more astounding. You always made
products that performed well above their price. Was that by design, is that just the way you
are?
JB: Yeah, I’m a minimalist at heart…I wanted the Henry Ford thing, I wanted normal people to
buy my products. That’s the audience I was trying to serve.
C: I think that’s the thing that has splintered the audio business—there’s the one-percenter
products, and then there’s everything else down at the bottom….at CES there were speakers
being shown that were $400,000 per pair. I can’t in my wildest dreams come up with any way
to justify those kinds of prices.
JB: I just find it offensive, and I ignore it. I don’t care how good it is, creating unobtanium is to
me an empty exercise. That’s no challenge in it.
C: The big question about Spica is : you had a fairly popular brand, within the realm of highperformance audio. The company is sold to Parasound, and then it just kinda goes away.
So…what happened?
JB: The answer to that is multi-leveled. Part of it is that at some point in the early to mid-’90’s I
saw the writing on the wall for what I was trying to pursue in audio,as far as being able to
market it at an affordable price to a broad audience that could afford it. That’s when VCRs
started having stereo, and then pretty good stereo recording, and then digital. I wasn’t
interested in making speakers that were essentially a video accessory. My interest was in
chasing after two-channel holography, that was my total focus. When it became clear to me
that I wasn’t going to be able to survive—-I had the advantage of owning the company,and
being the designer AND the owner, and when the challenge and the carrot disappears—the
obvious thing was to collaborate with someone who was good at the marketing end, which was
Parasound…I really liked the crew, but it was a little late in the game when that transition
happened. We needed the home-theater stuff, the surround-sound, and that’s when it kinda
became a job for me, rather than a creative deal.
C: I think we’ve all experienced that at one time or another (laughs).
JB: Well, yeah (laughs). I’m a realist, and there are levels of trade-offs in that, there are things
in designs that I didn’t incorporate because I knew they wouldn’t be acceptable aesthetically.
What we all jokingly call the “wife acceptance factor”, well, that’s a real thing (laughs). There’s
a whole product we didn’t come out with even though it was finished, just because I didn’t
think people would accept having a 12-inch step in front of the woofer that sat next to the floor
because it needed a predictably-reflective surface for that first 12 inches in front of the driver
in order for it to couple with the midrange.
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C: That’s probably still a deal-killer (laughs).
JB: Yeah! It probably is (laughs). I was just going after what works….works for me, creatively.
Back in the ’70’s I remember going to hear an author talk here in town, and she said, “to be a
successful artist, you have to create to fulfill your own need.” If you’re creating to fulfill what
somebody else wants or expects, that’s kinda bogus creativity.
C: Regarding creativity, one of the things that came through in your products was the sense of
traveling to the beat of a different drummer. They weren’t “me too” products, they were
incredibly well thought out. I look back at the performance you got out of them at the pricepoints you had, and it’s still astonishing to me. Even now, compensating for inflation, the
Angelus would sell for about $2500/pair today [about double what they cost originally]. I can’t
imagine being able to make them today even for that amount of money.
JB: Wow. The cabinet is the kicker. Going back to your earlier question, that was one of the
other factors [which caused the company’s demise]. Our cabinet-maker in Colorado went out of
business….He closed down and turned his facility into a paintball range! (laughs) Sitting here
in New Mexico, that was like the kicker—you can’t be in the speaker business without a good,
reliable, affordable source of cabinets….there’s just a huge labor component involved in
making cabinets. And the minute you get away from 90-degree angles in a speaker enclosure,
the prices just soar.
C: There was a very interesting interview with you on Enjoy the Music in 2000, and you
mentioned some of the things you’d been working on when you closed up shop. The one that
jumped out at me was a “resonance-free helical transmission line subwoofer”.
JB: Yeah, I still haven’t built one of those…
C: What the hell does that mean, exactly?
JB: When you look at a transmission line and what makes it work…the ideal implementation of
it is a smoothly-tapered line. You need a certain amount of volume behind the driver so it
doesn’t interact, so it doesn’t load the driver. Then you want the line smoothly tapered with a
damping material interspersed uniformly throughout it, and then the dimensions of the port at
the other end are tuned….it’s basically a damped, attenuated line.
C: Sure. But what’s helical about it?
JB: The dimensions are typically a quarter-wavelength or longer of the frequency you’re tuning
to, which means it’s LONG! (laughs) And so, racking my brains, like how do we DO that?—I
woke up one morning and went aHA! We’ll just have two tubes, one inside, one outside, and
then have a smoothly-tapered line as a helix within those tubes. And BAM!, you’ve got it,
there’s no reflections due to right angles, you can pack a long line in a small enclosure—in
theory it’s a great idea. I’ve just never gotten around to making one.
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C: That sounds like it could still work.
JB: It could still work, it’s still a great idea. I don’t know if anybody’s doing transmission lines
any more.
C: Not so much. I think it’s largely due to the labor component and the cost of lambswool, or
the resistive elements….
JB: (laughs) I haven’t been monitoring that one….
C: Well, I haven’t either. That was kind of a shot in the dark…. Over the last 20 years [since
Spica shut down] you apparently have kept busy rehabbing test equipment and selling it?
JB: Yes. One of the things I loved [designing at Spica] was the test equipment. Speaker design
the way I did it was very measurement-intensive, and computationally-intensive, in fact. When I
look back—that was learning computer language and programming and learning about the test
equipment—that took more time and …challenged me intellectually more than just the
acoustical and reproductive aspects of speakers. Just the measurement aspect, and I quickly
developed a really deep respect for the folks that were designing test equipment.
It involved relationships with Richard Heyser and Gerald Stanley, the guy at Crown who
eventually built the first time delay spectrometry (TDS) box run by a computer. The
measurement angle [of design] was really big, and I absolutely loved it.
I sit here in New Mexico surrounded by two Department of Energy-funded laboratories at Los
Alamos, about 30 miles north, and Sandia Labs about 60 miles south, they’re spitting out about
1,000 pieces of surplus a month. So, it was a really natural transition.
C: That makes sense, now that I understand the bigger picture.
JB: Now I get to own all the boxes that I drooled over, I get to play with them for a short period
of time, and once I realize that they’re overkill for anything I might possibly do with them, I get
to sell them (laughs), and make somebody happy….it gets me over my addiction, my
infatuation, and keeps me real.
[We’ll conclude our talk with John Bau in the next issue of Copper. We’ll look at how John’s
way of designing speakers was different from almost anyone else, the influence and legacy of
Richard Heyser, and would Bau do it all again?—Ed.]

“I held on to my Angeluses for 25 years. It wasn’t because of ‘sonic holography’. Instead, there
was something addictive about the way they energized a room— almost like a spigot filling a
glass with beer—that made me want to listen to music. They lent an excitement and humanity
to recordings that I haven’t encountered since. In the end I went in for the jump and presence
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of vintage 15″ coaxial drivers, but the Spicas will always be my first love.”—Alex Halberstadt,
who reviewed the Angelus for Listener.

That same pair of Angeluses (Angeli?) in the Monkeyhaus—the listening room at DeVore Fidelity. Photo by John
DeVore.
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You Got to Funkifize
By WL Woodward | Issue 27

I started to write a column about Tower of Power, a band that had a huge influence on all of us,
and realized quickly I couldn’t start that story without some of the history of Funk, which
naturally begins with James Brown.
JB had started his singing career in the early 1950’s with a gospel group and an R&B group
called the Flames, then the Famous Flames, and as Brown started to find his pipes and
leadership jones James Brown and the Famous Flames. The Flames with Bobbie Byrd didn’t
consider themselves a backup group and there were problems that resulted in them breaking
from JB in 1970, but they couldn’t argue with success. In 1956 the band released “Please
Please Please”, a soul staple that stayed in JB’s show set for the remainder of his career. By
the mid 60’s James Brown had a string of R&B/Soul hits and in 1962 released “Live at the
Apollo”, a live album of his hits. His record company wouldn’t release the album, believing
people wouldn’t buy it because they’d already bought the records. Brown had to finance it
himself. The album was released in June ’63, reached #2 on the LP list and stayed on the
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charts for 14 months.
This event really underlined JB’s confidence in himself and his music. There are some great
videos and documentaries from this period where band members spoke to his studio style.
Brown knew what he wanted, but without formal music education had to resort to mouthing
parts and hand signals to coax the groove out of his players. The musicians, especially the
horn players, were more studio trained and accustomed to charts. But everything was in JB’s
head, and the only way to release it was to “boop, UH, bopa-de-bop, cha OWW, bopa-de-bop”
until they got what he was after. What Brown was doing with these guys was laying a groove,
and turning the entire band, drums, bass, horns and vocals, into one big driving drum. What
he was doing was inventing Funk.
Now I’m going to get some argument here. Critical voices will point to “Cold Sweat” in 1967
as the first true funk song. But the essential element of funk is the emphasis on the 1, and the
SPACE between beats in the bars. Most R&B, Motown, Pop and the like lived on the 2 and 4.
Funk hit you in the face with entire band on the 1. And that started with this. Turn it UP, and
Get On Up, because we be going dancing. 1965.

If you can sit still during that you ain’t human, man. I think the pundits don’t use “Papa” as the
first example of funk because it was such a huge hit. But dudes and dudettes, you is just
wrong.
Certainly after “Cold Sweat” in ’67 shit started happening. The Meters formed by Art Neville,
with George Porter Jr bass, Leo Nocentelli guitar, and Zigaboo Modeliste drums, set a New
Orleans tone to funk and as Alan Toussiant’s backup group carried the funky torch through
several renditions of the band which later added some of Neville’s brothers. Sly and the Family
Stone, formed in ’66 woke us all UP, with stage style and a groove that just grabbed us hard.
Larry Graham on bass with Sly would later be a huge funk artist with Graham Central Station.
Graham started the slap-pop bass style, later copied by Everybody, when he was a kid working
in his mother’s R&B band and she couldn’t afford a drummer. Larry developed that slap-pop
style to make up for no kick drum and no snare. And all you have to do is think about that
groove in Sly’s hit “Thank You (Falettinme Be Mice Elf Again)” in 1969. Boo-oom Bat bop Bat,
Boo-oom bat bop. That’s right.
George Clinton and Parliament-Funkadelic. Bootsy Collins and his older brother (Catfish
Collins!!—Ed.) joined James Brown in 1970 (Bootsy was 18) and became funk brothers. There
was a lot of cross pollination going on in the early 70’s including Bootsy playing with
Parliament-Funkadelic after JB.
In the summer of 1968 Emilio Castillo met Stephen ‘Doc’ Kupka. Castillo sang and played
tenor sax, Doc played bari sax. The legend says Castillo was starting a band and auditioned
Doc first in the living room of the family home, and Emilio’s dad told him to ‘hire that guy’ and
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they became the nucleus of Tower of Power, arguably the greatest and certainly the longest
tenured horn band in the business. My favorite part of this story is these two clowns sat down
in the Castillo living room and wrote their first song, “You’re Still a Young Man”, one of the
most beautiful soul songs ever performed and written, with Mic Gillette (RIP man) on that
soaring trumpet solo that defines the beginning of this killer ballad. I wasn’t going to add this
audio since it ain’t about funk, but it popped up when I was looking for another title, and, well,
it’s a dear friend’s favorite and she’s currently in the hospital. So, for Terri..

Really? Your first song? Little bastards…
I saw TOP a few years back, with Castillo, Doc, Gillette, and Garibaldi. Rocco was sick and
another bass player sat in and the result suffered a bit. Vive La Bass Players! But when
Gillette started this song there wasn’t a dry seat in the house.
By 1970 the boys had added horns, including Mic Gillette, but especially Rocco Prestia (bass)
and David Garibaldi (drums) who became the sweetest rhythm section on the planet Funkify.
Garibaldi’s work in particular is fascinating to pick out and listen to. Any drummer will listen
to his grooves and be rocked by the style and the sheer slyness of his stick work. Really
innovative and along with Rocco lays the bottom to black earth funk and always turning that
stanky mud over and over.

Some of my all-time favorite albums featured the Tower of Power horns on studio and
especially live performances backing other groups. They were the horn section to get. Elvin
Bishop’s Live Raisin’ Hell!, Little Feat’s best album (also live), Waiting for Columbus. Backed
so many and varied artists because they were, and still are the shit.
A mention for Clyde Stubblefield, an early James Brown drummer who actually laid the groove
for “Cold Sweat” in the studio. We lost Clyde Feb 18 at the ripe drummer age of 74. Thanks
Clyde.
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Kirin Light at the Buddha Bar
By B. Jan Montana | Issue 27

A group of audiophiles were enjoying lunch in La Jolla recently when the subject of personal
preferences came up, specifically, what genres of music we were listening to these days. One
said mostly jazz; another jazz and rock; a couple said jazz and classical; three said classical.
Then it was my turn. I thought about lying, but why not shake things up?
“I’m going to shock you guys, but these days, I listen mostly to fusion music,” I said, “primarily
Middle Eastern and Asian.” Things turned quiet. You’d have thought I expressed a preference
for recorded music over live….
“I can’t stand that oriental stuff!” Bruno said, ordering another Kirin Light.
“I’ve had about all the Diana Krall and Miles Davis I can take” I countered, “I’ve listened to
every rock album from the 70’s and 80’s at least a hundred times, and that applies to most
classical music as well. I want something fresh and different, something I haven’t heard
before.”
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“Why don’t you listen to rap and hip hop?”Don said, with a smirk. There’s a Don in every
group. It’s best to ignore him and move on.
“So what’s fusion music?” Bruno asked.
“Sometimes it’s called crossover music ,” I said. “It combines traditional ethnic music with
western musical tradition. There’s a lot of musical creativity out there these days.
I find it ingenious, innovative and unique. Not only that, the recording quality tends to be
excellent.”
“Where on earth do you get this stuff, Jan?”
“I was originally introduced to it through the Putumayo label — wonderful stuff. But now I
get it mostly on Pandora.”
There was another awkward silence. I knew what everyone was thinking — What?!? MP3! I
was sitting next to a guy who had spent $33,000 on a heavily modified SACD player and he was
sitting next to a guy who listens to MP3! Perhaps I should rinse my ears with Shine-Ola and
outline them in green ink.
“I tried Pandora once, but couldn’t handle the ads,”Larry said,”and besides, the sound was
terrible.”
“You have to register and pay about $10 per month in order to escape the ads and get high-res
MP3,” I said.
George said, “That’s a contradiction of terms, Jan! There is no ‘high-res MP3’! All MP3 sucks,
and nobody with any discernment listens to it!”
George recently got divorced…again. His kids always side with their mother.
“Yah, I read the magazines too, George. But I don’t care about the ‘format du jour’.Pandora has
a much larger library than I do, and they’re constantly expanding it. It’s great to be able to
audition exotic music that I’d never have been exposed to otherwise.”
“So what stations do you listen to?”
“I rotate through several, Kendall. Lately I mostly listen to a Pandora-labeled station called
‘Buddha Bar Radio’. There are lots of others, in every genre. All you have to do is find an artist
you like, then create a new station using that artist’s name—like,for instance,’Tiny Tim Radio’.
Then Pandora will play his music, and any music they deem similar to his. You can select
‘Thumbs Up’ or ‘Thumbs Down’ for each tune, and your Pandora play list and future additions
will be adjusted accordingly.”
“Do they have classical and jazz as well?
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“Lots of it. I often listen to their classical stuff, especially choral music by composers like
Schutz, Buxtehude and Gabrieli. It’s one of the reasons I stick with Pandora rather than switch
to other services which don’t seem to have as much variety.”
“Don’t you feel some responsibility to support the artists?” George sanctimoniously asked. This
is the same guy who once asked to download my entire CD collection onto his hard drive….
“George, I’ve heard the complaints that Pandora doesn’t pay its artists enough. I’ve never been
asked to mediate that business arrangement, so I have to assume it’s satisfactory. Many artists
would get no exposure at all, if not for Pandora, and I’ve bought several CDs because of it. I
especially like a band named Rasa, and Deva Premal — mesmerizing material. I’m going to
hear her live in May.”
“OK, let’s get back to the MP3 format. You really feel it’s listenable?”
“You’re welcome to come over and hear it on my system, Kendall. If you do some research on
the web, you’ll find studies which show that student test subjects couldn’t differentiate high-res
MP3 music from CD or SACD. I guess you’ve got to be over 50 for that.”
“I haven’t been listening to my audio system at all lately,” Bruno said.”This is ironic, because
one of the things I looked forward to in retirement was having more time to enjoy music…guess
I’ve just lost interest.”
“Try something like ‘Buddha Bar Radio’ ,Bruno. You’ve got to develop a taste for it, but you
might find it more addictive than Kirin Light.”
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That Cartoon Guy
By Bill Leebens | Issue 27

As we arrive at our first anniversary, it’s fair to acknowledge those who have helped us reach
that landmark. The cover of every issue of Copper—27 so far, including this one—has featured
a cartoon by Bob D’Amico. Many of our readers have acknowledged how much they enjoy
Bob’s covers, and look forward to each new one. So: how did we find “Cartoon Bob”? Who is
he? And what’s the deal with the dog and that stupid guy?
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Cartoon Bob at work at an actual, old-fashioned drawing board.

Given the fact that we’re an internet mag, it shouldn’t come as a surprise that we found Bob on
the internet, at his website called..Cartoon Bob!
If you take a look at Bob’s site, you’ll see that he’s pretty much been there, done that. I asked
Bob about his time with Copper:
Based on your bio and portfolio, you clearly have a broad range of experience. Have
there been challenges for you in featuring audio gear and motifs in your covers for
Copper?
Being part of the Copper team, and doing the cover cartoon illustrations, has been a LOAD of
FUN! I’ve been what I can only describe as a ‘low end* audiophile’ since getting my first tape
recorder in 1962, opening the kitchen table radio, and attaching alligator clips to the speaker
terminals to record Rock and Roll music right off the air, without using a microphone. Of
course, the AM radio DJs spoke all over the beginnings and ends of most songs, but
nonetheless, I’d spend hours doing this to catch all of the latest songs on tape.
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Just some of Bob’s library of reel-to-reel and cassette recordings.
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A fraction of Bob’s gear-and-music stash. Look familiar?

Currently, my basement contains music archaeology that spans many decades. I saved
hundreds of my reel-to-reel and cassette tapes, with contents all neatly documented in a looseleaf book or two. Regarding LPs, not only do I have all the LPs I’ve purchased over the
decades, but managed to end up with antique collections of LP’s and even 78’s that go back to
the 1930’s… in decent shape, too! (*by low end audiophile, I mean I’ve only drooled over the
really expensive equipment that I’d see in the windows of amazing equipment stores along 6th
Avenue in uptown Manhattan when I went to The High School of Art & Design from 1963 to
1967. My most expensive system was $1,700 back in 1977, and I still have all of the
components in working order! I followed the advice of audiophiles back then, and put almost
half of that budget into 2 huge ESS Speakers, which I had re-coned a few years ago.)
Is this the most unusual subject matter you’ve ever worked with? If not, what was?
Perhaps the most unusual subject I did cartoons of on a regular basis, was Submarines!
I’m glad to have done many cartoons for the alumni newsletter for the USS Sea Owl, SS405,
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the submarine I lived and served on for most of 1969.
(Full story as written on my website here.)
You can see some of the those submarine cartoons here, and also here.
Another quite unusual subject matter I’ve done many cartoons about is mathematical
characters.
Doing the music/audiophile cover designs/cartoons for Copper has been an absolute pleasure.
Happy first anniversary Copper Magazine!
The human featured in your covers is none too bright—a typical comic klutz. His dog
is clearly the brains of the outfit; how did “Nipper” come to be a part of the covers?
Just from the historic association of Nipper with “His Master’s Voice”?
Having a modern cartoon reincarnation of Nipper end up as a regular cover character along
with ‘Louie’… his current master… simply came about by feeling the need to have a dog
character as a sidekick for the cover concepts. It was almost a no-brainer when the question
came up… what should this dog look like?
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Nipper, unhappy with his idiot human, as always.

We’re grateful for Bob’s distinctive contributions to Copper, and hope he’ll be with us for
years to come!
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Blimey, It’s the ’70’s!
By John Mayberry | Issue 27
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Not the best pictures, but here’s one of our vintage systems that took a few years to acquire.
Two turntables- a Gale GT2101 turntable with SME II Improved/Shure V15, and a
Transcriptors Skeleton with Vestigal arm/ADC XLM Mk II, Lecson AC1 Preamplifier,
Lecson FM1 tuner, Lecson AP3 II power amplifier (the cylinder) all feeding Gale GS401
speakers. England 1978 personified. We’re presently redesigning the Gale’s speed controller.
As a very long time Quad owner, (and knowing the stir it will cause) I believe this system
comes as close to sounding like a Quad 57 with higher output and more bass- far better than
any subwoofer augment with a ribbon tweeter. Ira Gale spent many months trying to emulate
their performance and succeeded to large degree using some rotgut AR-type woofers, a
Peerless midrange, and Celestion tweeter. Very amplifier specific due to its low impedance
resulting from the woofers being wired in parallel.
Many of the design concepts embodied in the Gale turntable have been copied ad nauseum and
claimed as “firsts”, which is entertaining to see.
J. Gordon Holt sandbagged the Vestigal arm years ago, but it still works great and damn well
on its original thread.
Many may not remember Lecson, but the principals went on to form Meridian. Stan Curtis
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replaced them after bankruptcy and updated their amplifiers and added a tuner. They won
many design awards including being in a recent Victoria & Albert exhibition. I’ve created the
www.lecsonaudio.com and www.galeaudio.com websites in order to preserve information on
these two brands.

Here’s the Transcriptors Skelton turntable with Vestigal Arm. Iit’s mounted on a bulletproof B-17 aircraft
window; I intentionally shattered one of the internal layers to get the “effect”. I have another one under the
Gale turntable.
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I also have an original first generation Philips/Magnavox CD player without mods, used to compare against
current generation CD/DAC combos.
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Number 13
By Paul McGowan | Issue 27

Still deep in the cold of winter, our thoughts turn to the warmer days of spring and summer. I
pulled from the archives this photo originally labeled Corner Roses. Photographed in Italy on
the Canon 5D.
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